Designed to suit the most critical applications with solid construction and a comprehensive control interface providing ease-of-process management. The BLACKLINE PRO includes all of the application specific programming for any application eliminating the need for expensive custom-built PLCs. Pulsafeeder’s new flexible solution for remotely controlling the speed and operation of BLACKLINE metering pumps combines advanced technology with easy to use programming.

**SIMPLE**
User friendly “JDS” Jog dial selector for easy menu navigation.

**COLOR CODED DISPLAY**
Intuitive color code display message.
- Blue = Running
- Yellow = Warning
- Red = Alarm

**OPERATING MODES**
10 different operating modes to fit any dosing application.
- Constant
- Batch
- Pause-Work
- Proximity
- Analog mA
- Analog Volt
- PPM
- Pause-Percent
- MLQ
- Pulse

**CONNECTIONS**
6 easy to access connections
- USB Level
- Proximity
- Output
- MODBUS
- Input

**ALUMINUM CASING**
With anti-acid coating and IP65/NEMA4X enclosure protection.

**EASE OF USE**
Variable gearbox orientation 0-90°. Ergonomical display - Positioned at 45° angle clear and easy to read.

**VERSATILE**
Possible installation on all Blackline Series models. Factory assembled on a Blackline pump or as a complete system.

*Come by Booth # 8201 to learn more.*